Week Ending June 22, 2018

Weekly Summary
Largely due to high-concern in the trade, tech, and energy
sector, stocks followed moving trends, ending the week more
on the downside, though it started in the green. With a fairly
small-scale drop in the S&P 500 – falling 0.89 – its YTD marks
3.04%. Even though trade did present some concerns at week
start, the selling never gained momentum, leaving the S&P to
end start-of-week at its best this session, down just 0.21%. The
biggest headline in trade that caused concern was a U.S.
political move on China numbering $400 billion in additional
tariffs, though this never caused too drastic of changes on the
S&P, it ended down 0.40% before mid-week. Mid-week
opened much higher, stocks were optimistic, trading end of
day up 0.17%. This continued forth toward the end-of-week.
Additionally, online purchases weighed on tech shares, due to
Supreme Court ruling in favor of the collection of sales tax.
Incidentally, selling resumed while the S&P fell 0.63%. Opening
higher at the the end of the week, stocks were preceded by
gains in energy, which initially pressed concern and pushed
trends further downward, though they remained moderately
in the green.

Asset Class Ranking Sheet
The Harvest Market Focus provides you with key information
about how various sectors and asset classes are trending. It
helps demonstrate our rules-based investment approach of
why specific positions were purchased or held onto and why
others were sold. We highlighted a few of the significant
changes in the Major Asset Classes and Sectors from a week
ago. The Financial Sector moved up 7 ranking 11th and
LargeCap Blend moved up 3 ranking 14th. the Real Estate
Sector fell 4 to 19th and Developed Int’l Markets fell 5 to 16th.
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Bull-Bear Indicator
US Bull-Bear Equity Indicator this
week is 67.49 higher than last weeks’
66.94. This is a longer term (months to
years) indicator for the market
direction and is used to establish the
equity allocation in many of our
AlphaSolution’s strategies.

The “big picture” is the months-toyears’ timeframe; i.e., the timeframe
in which Cyclical Bulls and Bear
operate. Below is a snapshot of the
current indicator statuses we closely
watch for broad market direction:

